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NeXus
NeXus provides a format that can hold:

raw experimental data
(with all information required for 
processing)
all data needed for diagnostics
metadata
processed data

All of the above are optional.

For all techniques at 
neutron
muon
X-ray
soft X-ray
VUV 
research facilities.

Goal is to replace any formats that 
require implicit knowledge about the 
experiment.







What’s in the box?

We have:
• Definition of terms for experiment equipment, 

sample and parameters
• Rules for expressing scans and geometries and various 

other relationships
• Agreement on required terms for various purposes
• A validation tool (cnxvalidate)
• Not to forget: A community of users

We also have:
• A legacy library (NAPI) and related inspection tools



At a formal level:

1. Data stored in HDF5 container

2. NeXus base classes followed (use of dictionary terms)

3. Making guarantees about the file contents
* Following application definitions
* Advertising recipes for data extraction (“features”)

Obviously there is also the amount a quality of the 
information that goes into the file, which is hard to measure.

Levels of NeXus adoption



What does HDF5 do for you?
• Offers a useful structured (hierarchical) storage container supporting many datatypes.
• Saves a lot of work accessing data randomly in many dimensions (less then 32)
• Has lots of clever features that make organising and writing data fast, efficient and flexible.
– Custom compression filters
– SWMR
– Virtual Dataset

• HDF5 is well and widely supported - h5py, MATLAB, Igor Pro, 
however NAPI support for newer HDF5 features is lacking.

• As a rule: 
Don’t solve problems that HDF5 has already solved for you.



Base Classes
Contain parameters common for particulars type 
of equipment or sample, user, etc.

With these you can build up a hierarchy describing a 
fairly complete description of an experiment. 



Application Definitions
Aim is to guarantee the file contents (compiled from base class definitions) as a
kind of contract between producer and consumer.

Like the base classes they are defined via XML/XSD schema files with custom 
documentation elements that produce part of the NeXus manual.

Because one size does not fit all, modern application definitions carry optional entries. 
This and additional rules (dimensions, scans, naming) can weaken the useful contract.



Features and Recipes
• Every rule and exception puts a burden on developers of NeXus 

consuming software.
• Reading every scheme in active use needs to be implemented 

and tested for every data processing or analysis application.
• This is a downside from NeXus aiming to be flexible enough for 

all kinds of raw data.
• Developing precise enough documentation can be harder than 

writing the code to extract the information.

• Recently NeXus files can advertise “Features” that are linked to 
a Recipe, readable code written in Python, that extracts the 
associated information correctly. Serves as documentation and 
reference implementation.

• Features can be small and can work like a unit test for data file 
and processing code.

• Downside: Recent adoption, not fully mature.



Locations and Orientations
depends_on (Field or Attribute)
locates and orients components and is used to chain 
transformations corresponding to their physical setup

Transformations (Field with Attributes)
describe the dynamic or static placement of components 
with @transformation_type, @vector, 
@depends_on, @units, @offset, etc

Nxtransformations (Group)
used to group transformations, for example to have axes 
on one diffractometer together

entry:NXentry
data:NXdata

…
instrument:NXinstrument
detetctor:NXdetector

…
sample:NXsample
depends_on=diffr/phi
diffr:NXtransformations

phi[…]
@transformation_type=rotation
@vector=0,1,0
@depends_on=chi

chi[…]
@transformation_type=rotation
@vector=0,0,1
@depends_on=rotation_angle

rotation_angle[…]
@transformation_type=rotation
@vector=0,1,0



Example
Feature / Recipe

NeXus
Features / Recipes

Exam
ple



Different Rules for Metadata

Different ways of recording scans is
an example where extracting 

simple metadata information like: 

“What was the scan range?” 

is dependent on NeXus rules 
outside of application definitions.



Static Exposure
“sit and count” – old school

This is what most NeXus application 
definitions specify.

entry:NXentry
data:NXdata

data[1024]
two_theta[1024]

instrument:NXinstrument
detector:NXdetector

data[1024] 

Pros Cons
Easy Very limiting



Multi dimensional scan data

Hidden in the examples: 
Scheme for defining the alignment of indices.

entry:NXentry
data:NXdata

data[11,1024,1024,512]
x_scan[1024] 
y_scan[1024]
energy[1024,1024,512]
temperature[11] 

Pros Cons
Easy slicing and 

plotting, captures 
scan intend

Limited to 
rectangular 
geometries

x

y

tem
perature
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Asynchronous Scan Recording

• NXlog Group for asynchronous time stamped data can 
replace any dataset in a base class or application definition.

• Fits well with neutron event recording, data only updated 
on change.

entry:NXentry
data:NXdata

data:NXlog
polarisation:NXlog
temperature:NXlog
rotation_angle:NXlog

Pros Cons
very flexible, efficient 

storage, little DAQ 
hardware support 

needed

No default plot, 
requires post 

processing



In an ideal world…

Some consumers would like to read data in the same way and do not
care in which of the supported ways the experiment was recorded:

• Static Exposure
• NeXus Scan Rules (1D)
• Multiple Scan Dimensions
• Time Stamp Everything

For metadata cataloguing purposes this could be solved.



PaNOSC Partners

Photon and Neutron Open Science Cloud



Meta Ontology for Catalogues

PaNOSC Task 3.5

M1-M42

Extend NeXus metadata standards to enhance interoperability. For large parts of the PaN
communities NeXus is the most commonly used file format. To explore relevant foreign 
datasets in the public domain, searches on the scientific metadata need to yield the correct 
results. Building search terms and keywords from the NeXus dictionary, would make use of 
the community buy in and expertise that went into this standard. 
In this task we can add missing raw data definitions for raw data, as well as some for 
processed derived data. Working towards an Ontology will help harmonize processing codes 
between facilities.

This project has received funding from the European 
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement No 823852

Objective: Explore how we can use the NeXus 
definitions, rules and infrastructures to enable 
domain specific searches in data repositories 
and add relevant new definitions.



• http://www.nexusformat.org
documentation - “wiki”

• join the open Google Hangout 
session twice a month

• subscribe to the mailing list

• https://github.com/nexusformat

Get involved!

http://www.nexusformat.org/
https://github.com/nexusformat

